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Background: Use of non-surgical treatment modalities in osteoarthritis (OA) is
suboptimal1, which might be influenced by patients’ beliefs about treatments. An
instrument for measuring treatment beliefs in OA is not available yet.
Objectives: To develop a questionnaire assessing patients’ beliefs about treat-
ment modalities of hip and knee OA: the “Treatment beliefs in OA (TOA)
questionnaire” and to evaluate its clinimetric properties.
Methods: The item pool, drawn from two previous qualitative studies, comprised
beliefs regarding 5 treatment modalities: physical activity, pain medication,
physiotherapy, injections and arthroplasty. A draft questionnaire comprising
beliefs on these 5 treatment modalities was developed (200 items, Table 1). Two
samples of patients with knee or hip OA (N=840, N=700) were recruited from our
hospital to test the clinimetric properties of the TOA questionnaire. Descriptive
analyses, explorative factor analyses (EFA; sample 1) and confirmatory factor
analyses (CFA; sample 2) were conducted for each treatment module separately.
Internal consistency was assessed with Cronbach’s Alpha (both samples). In
order to examine test-retest reliability a subsample of sample 2 (N=67) was asked
to fill out the final TOA questionnaire again after two weeks.
Results: 351 patients filled out the draft TOA questionnaire (sample 1), 289
patients filled out the final TOA questionnaire (sample 2), with a subsample
(N=50) who filled out the final questionnaire twice. EFA yielded a two factor
solution for each treatment modality. The factors were labeled “positive treatment
beliefs” and “negative treatment beliefs”. The final TOA questionnaire comprised
60 items; items per treatment modality ranged from 9 to 14. CFA showed
adequate fit indices for physical activities and physical therapy, while fit indices for
the treatment modalities pain medication, injections and arthroplasty just failed to
reach adequate cut-off values. Internal consistency was good to excellent for the
subscale positive treatment beliefs (Cronbach’s α between 0.84 and 0.90), and
mediocre to acceptable for the subscale negative treatment beliefs (Cronbach’s
α between 0.66 and -0.79). Test-retest reliability was satisfactorily to good with
ICCs from 0.66 to 0.88 and SEMs from 0.17 to 0.52.

Conclusions: The TOA questionnaire is the first questionnaire assessing positive
and negative beliefs regarding five treatment modalities for knee and hip OA.
The TOA questionnaire showed moderate structural validity and good internal
consistency and test-retest reliability. The TOA questionnaire is useful for a better
understanding of patients’ treatment beliefs. Future research will examine how
treatment beliefs, in interaction with other variables, influence treatment choices.
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Background: Previous studies have suggested an association between idiopathic
acute anterior uveitis (AAU) and spondyloarthritis (SpA), including showing that at
least 40% of AAU patients have undiagnosed SpA. However, the clinical factors
to predict the incident diagnosis or future development of SpA remain poorly
recognized.
Objectives: The objectives of this study were: 1) to describe the patient
characteristics of AAU patients with and without SpA diagnosis, and 2) to identify
the predictive factors of SpA diagnosis among AAU patients using real-world data.
Methods: Adult patients with at least one diagnosis of AAU (ICD-9-CM: 364.01 or
364.02) were selected from a large US insurance claims database (01/01/2008–
06/30/2015). The first AAU diagnosis was defined as the index date. Patients
were required to have at least 6 months of continuous data availability before
the index date. Patients with intraocular surgery, penetrating or blunt eye trauma,
or a diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis or SpA on or prior to the index date were
excluded. Potential predictive factors for subsequesnt diagnosis of SpA included
demographic characteristics, type of AAU (primary [first diagnosis] vs. recurrent),
SpA-related comorbidities, and healthcare resource utilization prior to the index
date. Factors predictive of SpA diagnosis were selected into a multivariable
Cox proportional hazards model based on statistical significance and clinical
relevance. Hazards ratios (HR) and p-values were estimated for each factor.
Results: A total of 48,822 patients with AAU were included, and among them,
1,032 patients were newly diagnosed with SpA during the follow-up period which
was 24 months on average. Patients with SpA were younger (45.7 vs. 50.4 years),
more likely to be male (52% vs. 42%), more likely to have recurrent AAU (44% vs.
29%), back pain (21% vs. 13%), SpA-related comorbidities including inflammatory
bowel disease (IBD) (4% vs. 1%) and psoriasis (3% vs. 1%), and more likely to use
corticosteroids (45% vs 40%). Predictive factors in the final Cox model were: male
vs. female (HR=1.55; p-value<0.01), age<45 vs. ≥45 years old (1.65; <0.01),
recurrent vs. primary AAU (1.94; <0.01), back pain under age 45 vs. no back pain
(1.90; <0.01), back pain above age 45 vs. no back pain (1.46; <0.01), psoriasis
(5.16; <0.01), IBD (2.50; <0.01), chiropractor/physical therapist visits (1.29; 0.01),
conjunctivitis (1.23; 0.02), nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs use (1.44; <0.01),
use of conventional synthetic disease-modifying anti-rheumatic drugs (1.32; 0.05),
joint pain (1.14; 0.19), imaging test use (1.03; 0.74), corticosteroids use (1.07;
0.33), and enthesitis/heel pain (1.13; 0.36). When sacroiliitis was included in the
model, results remained largely similar.
Conclusions: There are significant differences among isolated AAU patients
and AAU patients that developed SpA later. The most predictive factors of
SpA diagnosis were male, age<45 years, recurrent AAU, back pain, and other
extra-articular manifestations of SpA such as IBD and psoriasis. Since delayed
diagnosis is common among SpA patients, identifying such predictive factors can
help inform risk stratification.
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Background: Fibromyalgia (FM) affects approximately 1–3% of the general
population in the Western world and about 10% have been found to report
Chronic Widespread Pain (CWP). The work ability is often affected in persons
with FM and CWP. Previous research has shown a small improvement of
symptoms over time in patient with FM and CWP. Sustain in work has been


